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(a) More received charity products to consider: cited: HARNN treasured wood lip therapy;  

review: this title of over a lip balm dispenser is quite the art generating idea-r ; plus the 

balm is greatly effective; a shiny - I think? thin like almost a lotion version for the lips; 

it’s a reminder to look for  ; look at treasured wood.  

 

inserts: syntax hints are sometimes, at times spaces.  

 

My idiosyncratic definition of “treasured wood” is a semi-strange training in [combat art]; 

which I suppose is a method-to fashionings … carry two stand-ably (-with) heavy bags and walk 

enough miles [foryou] to get you to a location that you need to … ; and-or don’t mind. rest as 

you, need as in your walk.   

 

Why is this combat art: it is movement : that builds the strength and dexterity we need for 

everyday tasks; in a safe society : that includes the ability to non-criminally defend ourselves.  

[aside: tag[s]: 

mind channels: dv & uh, poetry/fiction;  cited: amazon 
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] 

what clothing would you wear in such combat art activity: I know that I’d slap-smack this described balm 

on my lips to make the endeavor more scented; and engross-ingly scented with other scents that may 

come up; outdoors: good + bad.  

tag[s]: realistic interpretations of d.v. recovery; & the fashion of scents 

[Design a “treasured wood[“] therapy … “ ?] 
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theme: bloody faces, wash out? 

theme music citation: oasis stop crying your heart out 


